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Re: [PDF-Basics] Renderable text
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PDF-Basics is a service provided by PDFzone.com | http://www.pdfzone.com/
__________________________________________________________________


One typical problem with "renderable text" is when a scanned document (image only PDF) 
has been electronically labeled. The addition of even a small amount of text - such as 
electronic labeling - will prevent the images also present in the PDF document from 
being OCR'd. If your files are scanned images - OCR the file before adding anything to 
it such as labeling or stamps.

Steve Harris 

----- Original Message ----- 
From: "Leonard Rosenthol" <[EMAIL PROTECTED]>
To: <[EMAIL PROTECTED]>; <[EMAIL PROTECTED]>
Sent: Tuesday, February 17, 2004 7:17 AM
Subject: Re: [PDF-Basics] Renderable text


> 
> PDF-Basics is a service provided by PDFzone.com | http://www.pdfzone.com/
> __________________________________________________________________
> 
> At 04:35 AM 2/17/2004, [EMAIL PROTECTED] wrote:
> >I have just got several pdfs that I wanted to ocr. I have automated
> >the process using batch processing in acrobat 6 pro but I keep get
> >an error saying that "This page contains renderable text". Is there
> >any way around this problem so I can ocr my documents and extract
> >text from the document.
> 
>          If the page already has renderable text, that means you probably 
> don't need to OCR it since there is already text present.
> 
> 
> Leonard
> 
> ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
> Leonard Rosenthol                            <mailto:[EMAIL PROTECTED]>
> Chief Technical Officer                      <http://www.pdfsages.com>
> PDF Sages, Inc.                              215-629-3700 (voice)
>                                               215-629-0789 (fax)
> 
> 
> To change your subscription:
> http://www.pdfzone.com/discussions/lists-pdfbasics.html

To change your subscription:
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